
WILD FOLK YOU MAY MEET 
Presenting One of Many Interesting" Specimens of the Widely 

Diversifie Fauna ol the Oreiton Country. 

-Photo by W. T. Finley. 
An American crow ln a characteristic pose just after making a comment 

<or just before making tt>. This bird Is a familiar sight along the river 
bottom lands of Oregon and even tn the city of Portland. Jn some sec-
tions of the city the bird frequents back stoop.s, where he loots garbage 
cans with all the faclllty and twtce the ingenuity of an alley cat. 

A S WITTY as a court jester and ' fascinating studies which the crow 
as clever as any Parisian apache presents. 
is the American crow. It is Most sportsmen know that a crow 

doubtful if any other single specie will not hesitate to attack a soaring 
of wild fo":l i~ endowe~ with the !!i~;:t b:. a~d gf{!'n :~o~~ce~: l~~~~ 
sagacity which 1s found m the ebon as the attacker. If a hawk or an owl 
head of the crow. presumes to leave & · tree in broad 

He is essentially a bird of social da.·Iight and fly across an open area 
instincts-that is, he desires the com· where crows may be congregated, 
panlonshlp of his kind and i!l rarely he will become immediately the most 
found alone. This trait is due to a pursued bird in the county at that 
certain extent to his desire for pro· moment. The more agile crows ma-
tection, but unlike most social birds, neuver about his bulky body with• 
he has not become "mass-minded"; astonishing rapidity and ease and the 
he still retains his brilliant indlvid· air Is usually dotted with spinning l 
ual!sm. feathers-most of them from. the 

Ornithologists long ·ago found the ha.wk. Hunters not infrequently place 
crow to be a subject for much inter- a stuffed owl on a long pole or in the 
estlng study and research. His habits, crown of a tree to attract crows 
aside from breeding and feeding, a.re within gunshot range. The mere sight 
slgular and varied. For instance, it of an owl is sufficient to send the• 
has been noted that crows sometimes ebony tribe into spasms of rage and' 
hold what might be construed to be they will lose their inborn caution : 
a court session. A flock will gather and may be easily slaughtered. [l 
about the "defendant," cawing and The crow Is easily tamed if the 
complaining. There will be intervals bird is captured from the nest while [ l. 
of silence when only one will speak. still young and not infrequently the 1 
Then, apparently at command, two or bird learns to talk to a certain ex- · 
three of the "bailiffs" will fall upon tent. Many tame crows learn to say 
the prisoner, bear him to the ground "hello" after the fashion of a parrot, 1 
and klll him with brutal scientific and the tongues, contrary to general [ e 
precision. That is only one of the supposition, do not have to be slit. t 
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